Liner Conferences Competition Law Comparative Analysis
liner conferences - lund university - liner conferences under council regulation 4056/86 following a course
with the name ‘eu competition law’, which has served as an outline and basis to this more advanced and
expanded piece. liner conferences in competition law - toc - however, the debates on whether
competition rules shall be applicable to liner conferences and how such rules concerning liner conferences
shall be imple-mented both in substantive and in procedural meaning have lasted as long as the history of
liner conferences.10 confronted with a market situation of “cut-throat study of the 2008 repeal of the liner
conference exemption ... - european competition law for liner shipping conferences. after a two-year
transition period, the repeal went into effect in october 2008. shortly after the repeal was announced, the
federal maritime commission (“fmc” or “commission”) decided to study its impact. 2. watchdogs of the
world: global liner conference regulators ... - watchdogs of the world: global liner conference regulators
in the modern shipping market and why the p3 agreement failed matthew t. drenan* this article analyzes the
rise, fall, and ultimate termination of the largest (by volume) proposed vessel-sharing alliance the shipping
industry has ever seen, the p3 network sharing agreement. pertinent to the last chapter for liner
conferences to bulk shipping - competition law and the various strategic options available to ensure
compliance whilst retaining a viable commercial structure within the industry.” the last chapter for liner
conferences and the extension of eu competition rules to bulk shipping introduction the european council
recently agreed to the eu commission’s proposal to revoke ... liner shipping antitrust exemptions in the
... - law.nyu - liner shipping companies vary in their scale and coverage areas. operators provide services
independently or in cooperation with other companies. joint activities have long been a feature of the liner
shipping sector. 1.2 conferences, consortia, alliance and other types of agreements 1.2.1 conferences a
conference is defined as liner shipping: is there a way for more competition? - 2 throughout its history,
liner shipping, the business of offering regular time scheduled ocean shipping services in international trade, 2
has enjoyed exemptions from the effect of certain competition rules and, as a result, conferences 3 among
oceans carriers, allowing for freight rate fixing, have been permitted. the eu - competition law & shipping steamship mutual - eu - competition law & shipping the maritime transport industry has been one of the last
economic sectors to face the application of ec anti-trust rules which aim to promote the fair process of
competition and catch cartel-like anti-competitive behaviour and activities. it is often intergovernmental
group of experts on competition law and ... - companies or liner conferences from russian legislation.
their activity is considered equally to other enforcement spheres. all requirements and provisions of the
federal law dated 26 july 2006 no. 135-fz “on protection of competition” (hereinafter – the law on protection of
competition) are applied to liner shipping.
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